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TRANSIT Publications: Why, What, Where

Why we published in TRANSIT

The EC’s grant for the TRANSIT research allowed TRANSIT researchers to study transformative social innovation in-depth and to develop a theory that helps us better understand the phenomena during January 2014- December 2017. The insights that we have gathered throughout this process are relevant for a variety of audiences. As an academic research project it addressed researchers, but in addition it addressed other actors such as policy makers, innovators and other who engage in social innovation, professionally, voluntary or in a combination of those forms. The publications that we have produced aim to serve the need for knowledge about transformative social innovation, to give insights that show the potential as well as pitfalls and sometimes even the ‘dark side’ of it and to start debates and develop entry-points for new studies. They come in various forms and are made as easily accessible as possible to a broad audience.

A variety of TRANSIT publications

Having finalized the TRANSIT research project we are happy to say that we have exceeded our own expectations with a publication record of: six (6) Edited volumes & Special Issues and twenty-seven (27) published journal articles and book chapters (December 2017). We developed a (internally TRANSIT peer-reviewed) working paper series in which we have published sixteen (16) TRANSIT working papers. We published empirical material in the form of twenty (20) in-depth case study reports and summary reports and more than eighty (80) elaborated timelines of social innovation initiatives. Moreover, we have published material that targets a broader audience, including six (6) TRANSIT Briefs, numerous blogs and videos.

Accessibility of TRANSIT publications

We have aimed to make our TRANSIT research outputs as accessible as possible by making most of it available via open access and easy to reach on the TRANSIT website (www.transitsocialinnovation.eu). This overview guides you through the ‘TRANSIT resources’ menu and gives an overview of what can be found there. The following types of publications/outputs are included:

- Edited volumes & special issues
- Journal articles and book chapters
- TRANSIT working paper series
- TRANSIT Briefs
- TRANSIT Case Study Reports
- TRANSIT Deliverables
- Blog posts
- Other

1 This is the following grant: TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement n:o 613169.
1. **Edited volumes & Special Issues**


**Under preparation**


2. **Journal articles & book chapters**


Under Review


transformative social innovation theory

32. Pel, B. & Backhaus, J., Realizing the Basic Income; the promotion of transformative knowings through competing claims to expertise, Science & Technology Studies. Under review

3. TRANSIT working paper series


### 4. TRANSIT Briefs


5. **Brief 5:** Weaver, P. M., Marks, M. B, Hogan, L, Wittmayer, J., Ruijsink, S., Becerra, L., Cozan, S., Kemp, R., Strasser, T. and Zuijderwijk (2017) Resourcing, monitoring and evaluation: scaling challenges and pathways (TRANSIT Brief # 5) TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169

6. **Brief 6:** Wittmayer, J.M., Kemp, R., Haxeltine, A., Avelino, F., Pel, B., Ruijsink, S., Jørgensen, M.S., Rach, S. (2017) Transformative social innovation – What have we learned in four years of research? TRANSIT Brief #6. TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169
5. **TRANSIT Case Study Reports**

Full case study reports

This list of case study research reports is presented in the following format:

- It first lists the social innovation network under study
- The Citation then follows

The reports can be accessed via the TRANIST website via → Discover our cases

2. Basic Income - Backhaus, J., Pel, B. (2015). BIEN and the unconditional basic income. WP4 Case Study Report, TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169

Summaries of Case Study Reports

The summary reports of the TRANSIT case studies can be accessed via the TRANIST website via → Discover our cases

Avelino, F (2015) Transformative social innovation narrative of the Global Ecovillage Network. TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169


6. CTP database

In TRANSIT we have studied timelines of development paths of more than eighty (80) social innovation initiatives, which are local manifestations of the 20 social innovation networks that we have studied in-depth. Those timelines are constructed around Critical Turning Points (CTPs), which are breakthroughs, setbacks and surprises that form the basis for decisive changes for the social innovation initiatives. We have made the timelines accessible via a database that is fully accessible online via http://www.transitsocialinnovation.eu/sii.

We have also analysed the data and the analysis of the Critical Turning Points of these initiatives is available in Pel et al (2017) the 'Synthesis report: meta-analysis of critical turning points in TSI', which is the TRANSIT Deliverable 5.4. This analysis has contributed to the consolidation of a Theory for Transformative Social Innovation. There is more information available on the methodology and approach in the TRANSIT working paper 10, by Pel et al (2017) which is called 'The critical turning points database: concept, methodology and dataset of an international Transformative Social Innovation comparison'.

7. TRANSIT Deliverables

1. D1.1 Report of the kick-off meeting (2014) TRANSIT Deliverable 1.1, TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169.
3. D1.3 Plan for scientific coordination and dissemination (2014) TRANSIT Deliverable 1.3, TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169.
12. **D3.3** Haxeltine, A. Flor Avelino, Bonno Pel, René Kemp, Adina Dumitru, Noel Longhurst, Jason Chilvers, Michael Søgaard Jørgensen, Julia Wittmayer, Gill Seyfang, Iris Kunze, Jens Dorland, and Tim Strasser (2016) TRANSIT WP3 deliverable D3.3 – A second prototype of TSI theory. TRANSIT Deliverable 3.3. TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169


### 8. Blog posts

We have produced several blogpost and news items in the TRANSIT projects and this overview highlights a selection of prominent ones. The full archive of blog & news posts that were produced during the project can be accessed by clicking here, it is organised chronologically.

transformative social innovation theory


9. Other

We have produced various other outputs in TRANSIT. The overview includes links to the items that are available online.

Non peer-reviewed publications

Cape Town: CPUT - Cape Peninsula University of Technology, 2014.


**Audio (Radio & Podcasts)**


**Media/Newspapers**

HYPERLINK http://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2015/apr/04/tooling-up-civic-visions-fablabs-and-grassroots-activism


Videos

1. Emans, D., Van de Wetering, G., Zuijderwijk, L., & Ruijsink S. (2017) Highlights from the project, TRANSIT video. TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=MEwAh9U_8mF


10. TRANSIT. (2015) [About TRANSIT video], TRANSIT: EU SSH.2013.3.2-1 Grant agreement no: 613169. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-NLpEH1h1h&list=PLgWlcxxP92rQNq7vgVcpPkJ26wfPqUy7Dn